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A photographer is choked to death just outside of where a college dance is being held. The body is
discovered by Lee Watson (Freddie Stewart), Betty Rogers (June Preisser) and Lee set out to find the
culprit, who managed to put a big damper on the Big Dance. When a magazine photographer is
found dead on campus, a group of students decide to find out who committed the crime. Copies of
Campus Sleuth survive, and are in collectors' hands in truncated form, as well as the UCLA archives;
I've not seen THAT copy. The mystery is whether an uncut copy still exists, containing the hayride
musical l number featuring Mildred Jorman--Little Miss Cornshucks, It has been cut out of what
existing prints I've seen.

This is the only footage known to exist of this colorful and talented blues/vaudeville performer of the
40s and 50s, and a subject I've been writing about and researching. Should a complete copy be
available anywhere, I'm very interested in learning about that. this is not a masterpiece for the ages,
but anybody's claim, but it contains a valuable performance that needs to survive-and also to be
seen.. This film could have used a script doctor. While the initial big band number (partially reprised
at the end) is good, the other songs aren't, and just serve to slow down the otherwise rapid pace.

Pre-Superman Noel Neill is cute, but doesn't do much. And even the usually reliable character actor
Donald MacBride falters, coming across as too pigheaded and obtuse for the district attorney job he
supposedly holds.

As to the mystery, the murderer is not obvious. However the rationales are very shaky, when it
comes to the murder itself, and the explanations about where and when it was performed. And,
finally, why the murderer would be tricked into attempting to kill a supposed witness makes no
sense at all, since s/he (you'll have to guess which) could have easily fended off any allegations as
mistaken because of (as s/he points out) a seemingly iron clad alibi.

PS: My copy doesn't have the missing song number either. a5c7b9f00b 
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